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RECYCLE USED ROPES
You can extend the service life of selected ropes through 
recycling. If your dragline uses the same diameter hoist 
and drags, frequently a set of drags can be cut from a re-
tired set of hoists. You can also use old drag or hoist ropes 
for dump ropes if they’re the right size and still have useful 
service life. When’s the best time for that?  Your experience 
is your best guide.

RESOCKET ROPES REGULARLY
It is important to have an established resocketing program 
that is adhered to on a consistent basis. Too often a drag 
rope failure occurs because the rope was not resocketed in 
time causing it to be prematurely removed from service.

Regular resockets are necessary because of the metal 
fatigue and wear that occurs near the socket. Resocket-
ing also moves the wear points of the ropes through the 
fairlead sheaves helping to distribute wear over a greater 
length of rope.

A typical resocket program requires the drag ropes to be 
resocketed at intervals no greater than 20% of the rope’s 
expected service life.

Drag ropes typically are resocketed two to three times dur-
ing their service life, and they should never be run more 
than 50% of the expected service life before being resock-
eted.

TURN DRAG ROPES END-FOR-END
Drag rope wear normally occurs in the area that operates 
through the fairleads and contacts the overburden. This 
usually affects about one-third to one-half of the rope’s 
overall length. The best drag rope life is attained by turn-
ing the ropes end-for-end after 35%-45% of the expected 
service life. To maximize service life it is important to turn 
the drag ropes end-for-end before too many wire breaks oc-
cur in the area running through the fairleads.

TRIM BROKEN WIRES
If damage or other conditions lead to a small number of 
broken wires early in a rope’s life, the best practice is 
to use a wire cutter or bolt cutter to trim broken wires. 
If left untrimmed, broken wires can lay across adjacent 
unbroken wires. When this section of rope runs through 
a sheave, the broken wires will be pressed into the wires 
it lays over, nicking them and leading to a nest of broken 
wires and reduced rope life.

 
LUBRICATE ROPES OFTEN
Regular lubrication is crucial to reduce friction between 
the rope’s components as well as the friction between rope 
and sheaves or drums. Wire ropes are thoroughly lubri-
cated at the factory, but rope service life is increased with 
field lubrication. For hoist and drag ropes, automatic drip 
or spray systems used to apply lubricant at preselected 
intervals have been found to be effective methods of keep-
ing the ropes well lubricated to help maximize rope life.

To help you get the most service life from your Union drag ropes at the lowest cost, we’ve developed the following 
recommendations for use with your draglines.

 

For best results, resocket at around 20% increments of a 
drag rope’s expected service life.

 

    Metal fatigue and wear occur near the socket. Drip Spray  Brush



GUARD AGAINST “MARTENSITE” – THE #1 CAUSE OF 
PREMATURE WIRE BREAKS
Wire ropes are made of high carbon steel wires that have 
been cold drawn, producing very ductile, fatigue resistant 
properties, as well as very high strength.

Martensite is a very hard, non-ductile phase of steel that 
can be formed along the rope’s surface if friction and heat 
occur from fairlead sheaves spinning against the rope, or if 
the rope comes into contact with a hard surface.

This problem is more common with straight-through fair-
lead arrangements and once the martensite is formed, the 
wires are permanently damaged.

Martensite may also develop as a result of rock damage if 
the drag rope is continually pulled through the roll at the 
front of the dragline. Friction with the rock and dirt can 
form martensite. 

Cracks can develop in the martensitic layer formed at the 
wire surface and quickly spread through the wire resulting 
in complete wire breaks as the rope continues to operate.

CONTROLLING FAIRLEAD SHEAVE OVERSPIN IS KEY TO MINI-
MIZING THE CHANCES OF DEVELOPING MARTENSITE. EVERY 
DRAGLINE OPERATOR SHOULD BE CONSCIOUS OF 
THIS CONDITION.

MARTENSITE            BROKEN WIRES
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CHECK FOR PROPER FAIRLEAD OPERATION
To help assure maximum service from your 
straight-through or reverse-bend fairlead sys-
tems, you need to check these critical areas:

GROOVE CONTOUR  Grooves that are too 
small or tight can cause pinching and in-
creased wear while grooves that are too wide 
can cause flattening of the rope – both of 
which can reduce your rope’s life.

PROPER SHEAVE ALIGNMENT  
Fairlead systems have three different kinds of 
alignment: between the vertical and horizon-
tal, between vertical and the bucket, and the 
alignment of the sheaves themselves – verti-
cal to vertical, or horizontal to horizontal. 
The grooves of each of these fairleads can 
wear down over time as a result of continual 
rope contact, leading to reduced rope service 
life.

You can help maximize rope service life 
by aligning the sheaves properly with the 
bucket. The small space between the sheaves, 
however, may cause the rope to jump back 
and forth, so you need to be aware of possible 
impact fatigue or martensite and take steps 
to prevent them. One way is to shim up the 
sheave to restore proper alignment. Check 
with your equipment manufacturer for proper 
alignment procedures.

SHEAVE MOVEMENT  All sheaves must 
rotate freely. Make sure that sheave housings 
that are required to pivot can move freely.

ROLLER OPERATION  Guide rollers in 
front of vertical sheaves should move freely to 
maximize rope life. If rollers become grooved 
or flat on one side, they need to be replaced.

OVERSPINNING  A proven remedy is to put 
a heavy, tacky lubricant in the throat of the 
vertical fairleads. This helps the rope start and 
stop the sheave, and keeps the sheave from 
grinding against the rope. To reduce rope 
damage, do not begin the digging cycle until 
the vertical fairleads stop spinning.

MONITOR DRAG TROUGHS
Covering the area between the fairleads and 
the drag drums, the drag trough frequently has 
sheaves, idlers and other members to support 
the drag rope when it is slack and protect it 
from possible damage.

If sheaves are used, the grooves in drag trough 
sheaves are affected by extended wire rope 
usage. Ropes will cut the groove smaller and 
deeper over time, causing accelerated wear and 
shorter service life from future ropes you install.

If other materials are used to support the drag 
rope, make sure they’re in proper repair.

EXAMINE FOR UNEVEN WEAR ON TWIN 
SHEAVES
The depth of both grooves of twin sheaves 
should always be equal. If one wears deeper 
than the other, the rope is forced to slide. If this 
wear extends beyond the hardened surface of 
the sheave, you’ll frequently see a rapid change 
in the sheave, causing more serious problems 
later. This results in decreased rope performance 
and service life as well as accelerated sheave 
wear.

You can prevent this problem by making sure 
both grooves of twin sheaves are the same 
depth. If not, always replace or repair the 
sheave.

FACTS ABOUT 
REVERSE BEND
Compared with  

straight-through  
fairlead sheaves, 
reverse bend systems 
offer the advantage of 
maintaining constant 
contact between the 
sheaves and the  
drag ropes.

 While the reverse bend 
fairlead arrangement 
helps minimize fairlead 
sheave overspin and  
the problems that  
occur with the straight-
through fairlead sheave 
arrangements, the 
reverse bend fairleads 
place much more  
demand on the rope’s 
ability to withstand 
metal fatigue due to 
bending, while also 
maintaining much- 
needed resistance to 
wear and abrasion.


